A n d r e a J o n e s -R o o y a n d S c o t t E . P a g e of those connected to us to produce emergent aggregate phenomena: cities expand and contract, social groups form and dissolve, and things we enjoy (money, oil, good company, fine wine) wax and wane in availability over time. Our interactions produce phenomena in multiple domains-diseases spread over our social networks, species with whom we share our environment become extinct, and wars break out across our borders.
Introduction
WE LIVE IN a complex world. Each of us adapts in response to the actions of those connected to us to produce emergent aggregate phenomena: cities expand and contract, social groups form and dissolve, and things we enjoy (money, oil, good company, fine wine) wax and wane in availability over time. Our interactions produce phenomena in multiple domains-diseases spread over our social networks, species with whom we share our environment become extinct, and wars break out across our borders.
Increased connectedness has led to greater cooperation. In less than half a century, Europe transitioned out of centuries of bloodshed over national borders into a region of unprecedented international cooperation. Connectedness has also led to more competition. Ideas thought up in San Francisco today can be turned into products in Kunming, China, tomorrow.
bloodstreams. This way of looking at the world echoes the emphasis on unity and connection between all things that characterizes much of Eastern philosophy. It can also, if one takes an optimistic enough view, translate into a hope that we will be able to think through the logical steps and attain a more perfect, more cooperative future. Applied to history, complex systems thinking may be folded into existing methods of analysis that already appreciate both the ambiguity and the richness that result from thinking about multiple causes and conditionality.
In this paper we comment on Wood's approach to global systems history from the perspective of complexologists. We make five main points. We first offer up some general comments about the difference between systems and complex systems. Not all systems produce complexity. In addition, regardless of whether a system produces complex phenomena, it may be subject to laws that make some outcomes unavoidable. Understanding does not necessarily mean freedom from helplessness. Even if we fully understand how a complex system functions, we may not be able to do much about the outcomes it produces. But that may be too hopeful a perspective, anyway. Often complex systems generate outcomes that are unexpected and even emergent.
2 Second, we distinguish between the attributes of complex systems and the types of outcomes that they produce. In so doing, we emphasize that not all complex systems produce outcomes that are "good." True, complex systems can produce emergent cooperative regimes, but they're also capable of self-organized criticality. By this we mean they can self-configure to states that produce large events-financial crises, epidemics, and wars. We also discuss what exactly is meant by complexity. Surprisingly, for all the work on complexity, we often have a clearer idea of what complexity is not than of what it is.
The fact that complex systems produce emergence-the possibility of unexpected and unpredictable outcomes, not all of which will be good-has important policy implications. From the perspective of complex systems thinking, it no longer makes a lot of sense to have as a policy goal a "good outcome," as there is no guarantee we can generate it in the first place, much less preserve it if it is reached. Instead, the implication is that we ought to think about how to design systems so that they are less likely to generate or tip into undesirable outcomes. We'd like systems that are robust in the face of large events, but that also produce fewer such events in the first place. If we want to explain events that have already taken place, complex systems thinking suggests we ought to be prepared for the possibility that our causes may look very, very different from our effects.
Third, we focus on just one particular aspect of complex systems to illustrate how close study of even just part of a complex system yields insights that can offer a lot of traction in understanding social, ecological, and physical outcomes. We select connectedness, specifically networks, and examine their logic, structure, and function. It turns out that not only is understanding each element of a network useful, but also understanding one element (e.g., structure) helps us say things about another (e.g., function). We then turn to the big "so what?" If the world is complex, why does it matter? Here we agree strongly with Wood that it means we need more global thinking. More specifically, it means that the adage "think globally, act locally" should be reframed as "act locally with an eye toward global consequences." 3 Our long-term viability may well depend on such an approach, but does it mean that by adopting such a mindset, we should expect outcomes in the political, economic, and social realms to be robust, beautiful, efficient, and fair?
Here we take a less sanguine view than Wood. Even if we do learn to "harness" complexity, we must keep in mind that even our best results won't always be pretty. 4 The best of all possible complex worlds are messy and inefficient. We need look no further than ecosystems, which, for all their decentralization and bottom-up activity, suffer plenty of undesirable processes and outcomes. To be sure, political systems are also perfectly capable of producing outcomes like war, ethnic conflict, and the collapse of nation-states.
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Finally, we cannot forget the tradeoff between exploration (looking for new solutions) and exploitation (using existing ones) within complex systems. 6 Too much exploration and outcomes suffer, but too much exploitation sacrifices robustness. If we accept the complexity paradigm, we must accept the frictions brought about by experimentation and testing of the status quo. We need to keep disagreeing. The balance between yin and yang will not be one of equilibrium, but one of churning.
Systems, Complex Systems
In this essay, we distinguish between systems thinking and complex systems thinking. Systems thinking refers to a way of understanding the world by considering the whole, i.e., by considering the parts as well as how they are connected. For example, a non-systems thinker might believe that by increasing the penalties for speeding on highways, fewer people will exceed the speed limit. A systems thinker will recognize that if fewer people speed, then the police will be less inclined to monitor highways and will focus their limited resources elsewhere. This reduced police presence will decrease the likelihood that a speeder gets caught and will create an incentive for people to drive faster. The direct effect-the higher penalty-and the indirect effectthe lower probability of receiving a ticket-may well balance out and have little or no impact on the number of motorists exceeding the speed limit.
This simple example is important because it drives home (no pun intended) a key point. A system may include feedbacks and interdependencies, but that does not mean that it produces complex outcomes. Initially, the system had an equilibrium number of speeders, and after the penalty was increased, it 5 For two collections of examples of complex systems models that produce these phenomena, had a new equilibrium number of speeders that was slightly lower than the initial number. This outcome is not a particularly complex one.
What do we mean by that? What makes an outcome complex? Stephen Wolfram characterizes four types of outcomes of systems: equilibrium, cycles, complexity, and chaos. 7 Each of these could be associated with a way of seeing the world. Some of us-economists, for example-may tend to look for equilibria: snapshots of outcomes poised in balance like a modern art installation of hinges and levers. Others might notice cycles or other repeating patterns over history. After all, we do tend to repeat ourselves over time, both in our personal habits and in our behavior as groups. 8 Finally, the cynics among us may believe that all of this is just chaotic.
Complexologists locate themselves in the middle: the world may not be perfectly predictable or repeating, but it is also not completely unpredictable or unintelligible. Instead, interactions between parts can give rise to a kind of order-what John Holland calls "hidden order."
9 Sometimes we see patterns that give way to large events. Other times we might observe exponential growth followed by stasis. We might see it coming, or we might be surprised, but we always see it as worth trying to understand.
The connectedness and interdependencies in complex systems contribute to their unpredictability. We cannot separate a complex system into simple parts, analyze the effects of those parts independently, and then combine them to discern the aggregate effect. 10 In systems with only two parts or actors, be they entities in a physical system or strategic players in a game theory model, mathematicians can deduce closed form solutions using mechanistic arguments. In systems with millions of parts or actors, such as a gas or a simplistic model of an economy, it is possible to use statistics and statistical mechanics to derive limiting distributions. Complex systems lie between mechanistic small number problems and probabilistic large number problems. 11 We have the mathematics to solve both very simple systems and systems with large numbers of independent entities, but we lack the mathematics to characterize complex systems.
Complex Systems: Attributes and Outcomes
Wood identifies five concepts as characteristics of systems theory that yield synergy when applied to global history. They are emergence, feedback, interconnectivity, self-organization, and cooperation. While all five concepts are related to complex systems, we suggest it is useful to make a distinction between those that are attributes of complex systems, and those that are outcomes of complex systems. Feedback and connectivity are attributesthey are things that make a complex system complex. Cooperation and self-organization, on the other hand, are phenomena that can be produced by complex systems. Below is a list of the four core attributes of any complex Given this attributional approach to definition, an ecosystem, an economy, and a political system would be complex, but a subwoofer would not. The subwoofer has parts, but they don't adapt in interesting ways. Therefore, the subwoofer is complicated, but not complex. Note also that the performance of the subwoofer, at least one hopes, is also predictable. Turn the bass dial from four to six and the bass level increases in a linear fashion. This predictability need not hold for a complex system: a few more kilotons of carbon in the atmosphere or a few hundred more defaults on mortgages can cause a system to shift from stable to cataclysmic. All of the above attributes must be present in a system in order for it to be complex. A system of connected, interacting, and adaptive identical agents will not give rise to outcomes we associate with complex systems, and neither will a system of diverse agents that are adaptive but never interact meaningfully with one another. All four attributes must be present in order for complex systems to generate phenomena that are of interest, such as emergence.
As Wood points out, complex systems are capable of producing much more than just emergence. Below is a (nonexhaustive) list of some major phenomena we might expect to be produced by a system that is complex:
Robust outcomes
Self-organization Emergence/Levels
Phase transitions Large events Novelty Path dependence Lever points
Cooperative outcomes
The range of possible behaviors produced by complex systems is unimaginably large. To say that they can produce linear or nonlinear effects understates the vastness of possibilities. To wit, John Von Neumann, one of the founders of complexity theory, once referred to the study of nonlinear functions as akin to the study of nonelephants. Despite this breadth of outcomes, we should keep in mind that complex systems are subject to mathematical and physical constraints. If the entities within a complex system are subject to selective pressures, then those entities will be subject to efficiency constraints. Efficiency may then drive the emergent order we see. For example, West, Brown, and Enquist explain power law relationships across a host of biological phenomena (heart rates, white matter to gray matter ratios, etc.)
based on efficiency arguments.
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This research in no way contradicts the findings by Wolfram, Kauffman, and others who show that even extremely simple models and rules can generate emergent order, patterns, and computation. 13 The Wolfram and
Kauffman models are stylized models that demonstrate the potential for simple systems of interacting parts to produce complex phenomena. West et al. show that in the real world, the ability to compute evolved in such a way that the solution satisfies efficiency constraints. In this case, the amount of white matter (connections) and gray matter (processors) must satisfy a certain relationship.
Overall, complex systems can produce a variety of types of outcomes, some of which we can understand, some of which we can affect, and some of which we can neither comprehend nor manipulate.
14 We will discuss some of these-large events, robustness, cooperation, etc. regular patterns or equilibria is not complex. It is ordered. One might think, then, that complexity means a lack of order. That logic only extends so far. If a system becomes random, then it is no longer complex. To see why, we turn to the second definition. A random process is easily described and engineered, and if it is stationary, then it is also easily predicted, at least at the distribution level. A complex process cannot be easily described. It produces an endless stream of structures and patterns that may or may not be seen again.
In light of these definitions, we find Professor Wood's position uncontroversial. We do live in a complex world. In fact, we go even further and suggest that over the past one hundred years, the human experience has become more complex. This is not to say we haven't previously had global effects (deforestation in medieval Europe affected the climate then, too). Nor is it to say that individuals have necessarily become more sophisticated. That need not be the case. Systemic complexity depends less on the characteristics of the components than on their connections and interdependencies. A human brain, for example, is extremely complex, but its parts-the neurons, axons, and dendrites-have fewer capabilities than your average paramecium. Our modern complexity stems from the fact that new technology allows our actions to influence and be influenced by more people. And those interactions have meaningful, possibly immediate, repercussions at multiple levels. In the next section we consider just that.
Networks: Logic, Structure, and Function
Rather than attempt a survey of all attributes of complex systems and how they might produce the various outcomes we list above, we focus here on a single attribute: connectedness. Our aim is to demonstrate how careful analysis of just one attribute can earn us substantial mileage in terms of understanding complex systems processes and outcomes, and how we might do something to affect them. We hope to encourage historians to embrace complexity theory, not just to employ it as a convenient collection of metaphors and insights.
Research in complex systems has begun to show how connectedness matters. How people, ideas, and species are connected influences how events play out. One powerful example suffices to make this point. Models of epidemics that rely on mathematics used to assume random mixing of people. This effectively assumes away any social structure. Random mixing may not be a terrible assumption for the spread of a flu virus, but it makes absolutely no sense to imagine HIV-AIDS or any other sexually transmitted disease spreading randomly. Sexual contacts are not random. People do not randomly fly to Chicago, have sex with some random person without regard to gender, and fly home. The lack of randomness in contact structure affects how the disease spreads.
To say that agents in a complex system are connected in some way should immediately bring to mind a network. Wood gives networks a great deal of attention in his paper, and rightly so. Networks provide the foundation of interaction patterns in any system. They are the channels across which information, behaviors, and effects travel.
We can also say much more about a system than just notice that it is connected in some way. If we think of financial institutions, world monetary systems, international political alliances, or trade partnerships in terms of networks, then this opens a whole world for study. 16 There is a logic to how these networks are formed that gives rise to their structure, and that structure has functions. We are then able to ask questions like: Why did a particular network break apart? Would a different structure be more stable?
To what kinds of shocks was it particularly vulnerable? Over the past two decades, the field of network science has made tremendous advances on two fronts. First, we are better equipped with tools for describing and analyzing networks. 17 Second, we are getting better at using 16 On the world monetary system as a system-and as a network-that lends itself to stability analysis, these tools to discover important things about ourselves-for example, that our health, happiness, and even our tastes in music are influenced considerably by those with whom we interact regularly. 18 We now have ways to discover the logic, structure, and function of many types of networks. Specifically, we can understand the rules by which a network forms, we can characterize its structure, and we can explain functional attributes of that structure, such as robustness to node failure or the rate at which diseases or information spread across it. We can use this knowledge to inform policy decisions, extrapolate lessons from the past, and even affect our own lives. As we will see in a moment, one very powerful way to change outcomes in our lives is to change the micro-level rules that guide with whom we interact.
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Networks form when actors interact in some way. People who give each other business cards form a network of professionals to contact for business matters. A set of friends who send one another e-mail form a different social network. Neurons that frequently send signals to one another form neural networks. How networks form depends on the microrules of the agents in the network for interaction. An example of a simple microrule is: at a party, introduce yourself to people randomly. A more complicated rule is: most of the time, introduce yourself to people who are already talking to people you know, and only some of the time introduce yourself to random people.
The first rule would produce a random network, which is (not surprisingly) a network where the connections (or "edges") between people ("nodes") are randomly scattered across the network. The second microrule would produce what is known as a small world network, where each node has many local connections and a few random distant ones. Random networks and small world networks are different. They are different in the processes that formed them, as we just saw. They are also different in how they look, which affects their functionality-i.e., the properties of the network that we care about. We'll say more about functionality in a moment. First, we have a few important points to make about structure and where it comes from.
Structure is an emergent property of networks. The agent in our example above did not attend the party in order to contribute to the generation of a small world network (or so we hope); he or she went to meet new people and hopefully have a good time. Network science has classified many network structures and has devised rules by which we can characterize them. In addition to small world and random networks, other common structures include power law, hierarchical, and hubs and spokes networks.
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Different types of networks tend to take on different forms. Ground traffic networks tend to look like random networks, while air travel networks are hubs and spokes. Most social networks are small world, while academic citation networks and networks of websites that link to one another are almost always power law networks. In a power law network, almost all nodes have very few connections but a handful of nodes have a great many connections. The reason these networks look different from each other is due less to the fact that they have different components and more to the fact that these different components use different rules, or processes, for connecting with one another. Humans tend to connect with one another using a rule of mostly meeting people like themselves, which produces a small world network. Alternatively, scientific papers that are cited more are more likely to get still more citations, which means a few papers host the majority of the citations, and most papers receive fewer than two or three citations. This process is preferential attachment-or "the more, the more." If papers receive citations in proportion to the number of citations they already have, then this results in a power law. The World Wide Web is also a power law: websites with more sites linked to them are more likely to receive more links.
Because structure emerges from these microrules-"pick the one with the most," "pick randomly," or "pick others like you"-this means that changes in network structure can be brought about by changes in microrules.
Changes in network structure affect the network's performance-thus finally bringing us to functionality. We discuss two functionalities, robustness and speed of diffusion, and explain how each is influenced by structure.
By robustness we specifically mean resiliency in the face of node failure.
How many nodes can be knocked out in a network before the network splits apart, that is, breaks into two pieces such that one can't travel from just any node to any other node? The more node knockouts a network can sustain without breaking apart, the more robust it is. Here is where structure matters: networks with power law distributions are robust to random attacks, but very fragile to targeted ones (knock out the node with the most edges and the whole thing crumbles). Random networks, on the other hand, are robust against targeted attacks, but they are more vulnerable than power law networks to random knockouts. This type of analysislooking at the network structure and asking whether the knockout of a single node will lead to catastrophic failure-has been used by the International Monetary Fund in exploring the stability of the world financial system.
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Another important functionality is how quickly something, such as a disease or a new idea, spreads through a population. If we want a new good idea to spread quickly through a population, then we would like that population to be connected according to hubs and spokes or a power law. If we want a disease to spread slowly through a population, we might prefer a random network or a small world network with very few random longdistance connections. From just this brief overview of network theory, we can see implications for how understanding networks can help us think not just about how networks form and what they do, but how we can use them to solve problems and generate positive change. From a policy perspective, it is immediately clear that changing incentives locally can lead to real global change. If changing the form of the network can change its functionality, this means it is possible to shift a system from fragility into robustness, or vice versa, with just a few changes to local interaction rules. Of course, even this rule need not always hold: sometimes it may turn out that just a few small changes in local interaction rules can produce tremendous global changes. Other times, we might be surprised by how resilient a network is to many changes. Understanding the properties of networks and the rules that gave rise to them can help us predict what kinds of interventions will be most effective to achieve our desired outcomes.
Having just preached the benefits of thinking in terms of networks, we now offer a word of caution. It is possible to get carried away with network thinking. Almost any information can be represented as a network. We could represent each unique word in this article as a node and draw a link between any two words that appear next to each other in the text. That would certainly be a network, but it wouldn't provide much useful information.
Scholars have used networks to analyze how and whether people vote and what goods they purchase. These studies show that while networks of friends matter, they do not explain behavior as much as income, ideology, education, and other variables. 23 So, though networks matter, they don't always matter that much. As is the case with most methods of scientific inquiry, knowing when to apply a networks lens to our analysis is at least as important as knowing how to understand information about a network once we have it.
A Less Rosy View
The feature of complex systems that most animates Wood seems to be the robustness of human society-the continuation of the human experiment.
Wood takes a rather rosy view of the potential for complexity thinking. He envisions a world in which our recognition of complexity results in a more cooperative global society. That may well be true. And, more to the point, greater cooperation may be necessary to cope with our growing complexity. Yet, wishing for cooperation won't make it so. In addition, achieving it may be difficult. Finally, complexity thinking actually suggests that full cooperation is not ideal anyway.
We take up each of these three points: complex systems need not produce emergent cooperation; controlling complex systems often is not possible;
and, actually, we shouldn't want full cooperation after all. As for the first concern, there is no end of models that produce emergent cooperation.
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Cooperation can emerge even with the simplest agent rules. For example, Axelrod found that a simple rule of reciprocity was sufficient to generate and sustain cooperation in a community of interacting agents. 25 Nowak and May have shown that, over time, evolutionary pressures on spatially arranged agents lead to cooperation even in the Prisoner's Dilemma game, a game in which noncooperative behavior is optimal in the one-shot setting.
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Before we just sit back and wait for the cooperation to come about, we must keep in mind that complex systems also organize themselves into undesirable states. Most notably, a substantial body of research suggests that many systems have organized themselves into critical states. A critical state is one in which small disturbances can lead to large events, such as earthquakes or stock market crashes. 27 In systems that self-organize to a critical state, tensions build until the entire system is poised on the verge of collapse. The potential danger of self-organized criticality warns us against just letting complex systems run. Recent events in financial markets support this claim. Despite the risks to just letting systems run, there is abundant evidence of the benefits from decentralization and bottom-up processes. What then is to be done? If decentralization and bottom-up processes are so great, should we just leave all systems to work themselves out and cross our fingers against criticality? On the one hand, Wood argues for leaving the Leviathan out of this. On the other, we think Wood would disagree with a full laissez-faire policy towards complex systems.
In addition to being "red in tooth and claw," ecosystems can suffer mass extinctions. 28 For many reasons, few would agree that we should just let 'er rip and see what emerges in ecosystems. Instead, policy makers talk of ecosystem management.
In social systems, emergent outcomes can be very beneficial. In political systems, democracy can emerge. And plenty of good things, like innovation along points of high connectedness, could take place long before we had any complex systems thinking to explain it. But pervasive inequality, disease epidemics, and nuclear weapons can also emerge. Wood's main premise is that we need better understandings of global history from a complex systems perspective so that we can intervene and affect outcomes for the better. But when do we intervene, and when do we let things run their course?
In contemplating interventions from a complexity standpoint, we must avoid thinking in terms of comparative statics: "the world is in state X now, and if we choose policy Y, the world will move to state Z." Such logic may work in an equilibrium system, but it doesn't make sense in a complex system. The same holds for explaining outcomes we already see in the world. We must instead think in terms of features of the system itself. For this reason, Axelrod and Cohen advocate trying to harness complexity.
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Policies geared toward harnessing complexity focus on the attributes of complex systems: diverse agents, connectivity, nonlinear interactions, and adaptation. We can think of each one of these attributes as a dial, and we can explore what happens as we turn those dials. As might be expected, as we turn those dials, we do not see simple linear effects. Taking a system that is not at all connected and making it more connected typically increases com- As discussed above, the phenomena produced by a complex system can run the gamut-from emergence to phase transitions. Here's where knowledge and understanding become important. Models of disease transmission show that there exists a threshold after which a disease outbreak becomes an epidemic. That threshold depends on levels of connectedness. Turn connectedness up a little and the system might produce a mass epidemic. Dial it back down and only a few suffer. This implies there is something that can be done about many systems we care about. Happily, the tools available to understand them are also undergoing regular improvement. 31 The possibility of harnessing complexity by adjusting dials becomes challenging and may surpass our collective capabilities. This doesn't mean that we shouldn't try-only that we must be realistic in what we hope to achieve. A fully cooperative world may exceed our powers. Wood is correct that success in generating desirable outcomes will require a new reality-a new way of thinking and behaving. 32 But we doubt that this will take the fully cooperative form that Wood foresees. It will instead be messier and con- 31 One important tool for analyzing complex systems that Wood doesn't mention is agentbased modeling, a computational approach to understanding outcomes in systems of diverse, connected, interacting, and adaptive agents. Other tools include increasingly sophisticated software for network analysis, dynamical mathematical models, and genetic algorithms. In addition to actual physical tools, there have also been tremendous conceptual innovations. Just a few of the conceptual tools that give us leverage in our challenging complex systems problems include new ways to measure attributes of complex systems (like connectedness), new ways to classify different types of adaptation, and new theories of when diversity is helpful (see Page, Diversity and Complexity).
32 For more on the need for new mindsets to understand our world, see also In predicting the lack of a fully cooperative future, we do not want to be seen as throwing a wet blanket on Wood's fire. On the contrary, complexity theory tells us that we would not want full cooperation if we want a robust global system. 33 As Bednar et al. show, system level robustness requires a balance between exploration and exploitation. 34 Thus, our economic, political, and social institutions must allow for new ideas and approaches to percolate. 35 That means they must permit challenges to the status quo. Often those challenges will be uncooperative and inefficient. And when that happens, those challenges must be put down. But other times, challenges to the "cooperative" status quo will reveal new opportunities or signal calamities. In doing so, they will help to ensure robustness. In other words, we are going to need to have some conflict in order to get to new solutions. We have to prepare to disagree-to defend our ideas while considering others, even if they are starkly different from our own. We do not mean to suggest that suicide bombers at the local level preserve stability at the global level. Far from it, we mean instead to say that what constitutes a cooperative act in the collective interest depends on an individual's model of how the world works. 36 In addition, given that no one person can make complete sense of something as complex as the modern world, any hope for collective understanding will depend on diverse understandings of reality. 37 And in order to get anywhere with all our diverse understandingssome of which will be complex systems thinking, and many of which won't be-we need not just to accept, but to encourage our differences.
We are left with a balancing act. Cooperation requires common understandings of what is good. Understanding what is good requires diversityand not too much and not too little. Making this all the more challenging, the appropriate balance may well be contingent on the current state of the system. At times, we may need to encourage discontent. At others, we may need to look past our differences and forge agreement. Complex systems thinking is itself one way of thinking about the world in a wide system populated by other ways of thinking. It can offer up lots of solutions to lots of our problems, but it is not the only way. In fact, it is a matter of our own survival that it not be the only way.
Conclusion: Where Next?
Where does all of this leave us? We are left with three agendas. First, the world has become more complex. That should be indisputable. It follows that complex systems thinking should prove useful to historians. Having an appropriate set of concepts would seem a prerequisite for competent historical analysis. So, though we take a more tempered view, we agree with what Wood has described-that complexity thinking is needed to help us tackle our most challenging global problems. At the same time, for all our work on complex systems, we need to keep in mind that other ways of thinking are necessary and must simultaneously be encouraged.
Second, it is not a minor point to say that we need a new mindset. Policy analysis has long been conducted from the perspective of equilibrium-doing X creates more Y. Changing our thinking about outcomes from an equilibrium standpoint to one that incorporates complexity means more than just considering that pulling the X lever can have rippling consequences of potentially unexpected magnitudes through a system. It means considering that the institutions that generate policies in the first place may tend to produce outcomes that are more or less robust. How can we structure institutions so they do not produce undesirable large events, like financial crises? For example, Bednar shows that diverse but complementary institutions in political systems can simultaneously provide safeguards against massive shock (due to diversity), but also sustain dynamic performance over time (due to complementarity). 38 This way, a political system need not be fragile, nor will it be completely rigid and unchanging.
Third, historical scholarship and complex systems thinking can form a powerful partnership. For all the new tools and models that have been developed in recent decades, complex systems thinking is still new compared to other ways of thinking. There remains a lot of ground yet to be broken. The currently widely used stylized social science models would be enriched considerably by careful consideration of history and context. 39 For example, John Padgett and colleagues, in their work on social networks in Renaissance Florence, found that the Medici formed networks that were robust to shocks. 40 We ought to take lessons from such findings in the past and in-
corporate them into what we know now about our current, more complex, social world. We believe these kinds of historical perspectives on social problems are key to our understanding of how we got where we are. This is not news to historians. Still, adding a complex systems perspective may help both historians and social scientists. Combining historical knowledge of past successes, such as in sustainable resource extraction or disease containment, with complex systems logic should produce very powerful explanations. These explanations can offer insight on our current global system. As much as complex systems can help our understanding of the past, so, too, we believe history can help us understand complex systems. To put it another way: If we combine complex systems thinking with historical analysis, we believe the outcome will be greater than the sum of its parts. 38 Bednar, The Robust Federation. 39 The examples of stylized social science models in Cederman, Emergent Actors in World Politics, and Lustick, "Agent-Based Modelling of Collective Identity" (see Note 5 above), are excellent cases where much insight was generated from extremely simple models. Imagine how far we might get on particular problems if we could embed these in rich context, or adjust the assumptions with an eye to real cases! 40 Christopher Ansell and John Padgett, "Robust Action and the Rise of the Medici, 1400-1434," American Journal of Sociology 98 (1993): 1259-1319. John Padgett's entire collection of research on this subject is an excellent case of exactly what we describe in the above footnote on the value to be gained from deep understanding of context.
